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I. The problem we wish to consider is the following. For each posi-

tive integer n, let E„ be a finite subset of [ — 1, 1 ] containing at least n

points. For a real-valued continuous function / defined on [—1, l]

let pn(f, En) be the unique polynomial of degree at most n — 1 of best

approximation in the Chebycheff sense to / on En. Is it possible to

choose a fixed sequence {En} so that for each /, continuous on

[ — 1, l], pn(f, En) converges to/uniformly on [ — 1, l]?

A classical result of Faber [4] states that if, for each n, En contains

exactly n points, this choice is never possible. In this case, of course,

pn(f, En) is just the polynomial which interpolates to/ at the points

of En.

In this paper we shall prove that the result of Faber still holds if

each En contains no more than re + 1 points. On the other hand, letting

11/11 =sup_is,si |/(01. we obtain \\f-pn(f, En)||->0 for each / con-

tinuous on [— 1, 1 ], if and only if there exists a constant K independ-

ent of n, such that for each polynomial pn(x) of degree at most n— 1,

if | pn(x) | ^ 1 for each xEE„, then \\pn\\ ÚK.

The existence of such sets En was first proved by Bernstein [l,

pp. 55-57]. In fact E„ = {cos (kir/m)}, k = 0, 1, • • • , m, where

m/n>ir/2-2112 is a simple example. It is further shown in [l] that

for each fixed X>1 if kn satisfies k„/n>\ then we may choose a se-

quence {E„} with the desired properties and such that the cardinality

of En = k„. Namely, assuming kn^2n, let En consist of the points

cos((2& — 1)/2m)7t, k — l, ' • • , », together with the points cos(ltir/n)

where / is an integer satisfying kn — n — 1= [n/l] and t = 0, 1, • • • ,

[n/l].
The author wishes to express appreciation for valuable conversa-

tions with W. Cheney and Y. Katznelson on these matters.

II. Let C=C[ — l, l], the Banach space of real-valued continuous

functions on [ —1, l] provided with the norm ||/|| =sup_isisi |/(0|-

Let 77„ be the n dimensional sub-space of polynomials of degree n — \.

Denote by Pn the mapping/—»£„(/, En). Pn is a continuous mapping

of C onto Hn satisfying PmPn = P„ for m^n. In general, P„ is not

linear, but if En contains either n or w + 1 points, then Pn is linear

which is the crucial fact needed in the following:
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Theorem 1. For n=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ fix a sequence of finite subsets En of

[ — 1, l]. If each En contains either n or n + 1 points, then there exists

an fE C to which pn(f, En) fails to converge uniformly on [ — 1, 1 ].

Proof. Assume for the moment that Pn is linear for each n. Let

fEHn. Then if m>n, Pm(f) =f since P„ maps C onto Hn and PmPn

= P„. By the Weierstrass approximation theorem the polynomials are

dense in C, hence we may infer from the principle of uniform bounded-

ness [3, Theorem II.3.6] that P„ (/)—*/ for each fEC iff sup„ ||Pn||

<oo, where ||P„|| =supn/[|si ||P„(/)||. But by [5, Hilfssatz 3, p. 495]

if Pn is any bounded projection of Conto Hn, ||PK|| = \n(n — l)/%iril2.

Now Pn is clearly linear if En contains exactly n points. If £„ con-

tains w + 1 points Xi, — láxi<x2< • • • <x„+i^l, let qn+i(x)

= XXo akXk and rn+i(x) = E"-o bkXk be the unique polynomials de-

termined by the conditions qn+i(xi) = (—l)i, rn+i(xi)=f(xi), i=l, 2,

• • ■ , n + 1. It is easily seen by considering the determinants involved

that an^0. Therefore, let pn(x) =rn+i(x) — (bn/an)qn+i(x). The map-

ping/—>pn is clearly linear, since/—nn+i and/—->&„ are both linear. But

f(xî) - pn(Xi) = (bn/an)(-\y, i = 1, 2, ■ • • , n + 1. Therefore,

pn = pn(f, En) by the classical result of de la Vallée Poussin [2] which

completes the proof.

We note two facts. First, it may be easily verified that if En con-

tains more than w + 1 points, P„ is never linear. Secondly, if qn(f, En)

denotes the polynomial of best approximation to/ on En in the sense

of least squares, then the same argument as above shows that if {£„}

is any sequence of finite subsets of [ — 1, l] containing at least «

points, then for some fEC, qn(f, En) fails to converge uniformly to/.

This follows since the mapping /—>#„(/, E„) is always linear and

idempotent.

III. We now prove the convergence criterion.

Theorem 2. For each n>0 let En be a finite subset of [ — 1, l]. Then

\\f—pn(f, En)\\-^0 for each fEC iff there exists a constant K such that

ifpEHn, \p(x)\ èl,xEEn, then\\p\\<K.

Proof. This is a theorem of uniform boundedness type, and al-

though the operators P„ are nonlinear the proof resembles that for

the linear case.

With no loss in generality, we assume each En contains at least

« + 1 points. For fixed £„ and pEHn let S(p) = suplSBn \f(x)—p(x)\.

Then by a well-known result of de la Vallée Poussin [2] pn = pn(f, En)

is characterized uniquely by the condition that there exist w + 1 points

Xi in En, Xi^xi+i, for which either
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f(x) - Pn(x) = (-íyS(Pn), i = 1, 2, • • • , n + 1,

or

f(Xi)   -  pn(Xi)   =   (-ly+^Pn), i =   1, 2,   •••,»+  1.

From this it follows easily that the operator Pn is homogeneous, and

if g is a polynomial of degree <n, then for each fEC, Pn(f-\-q)

= Pnif)+Pniq)=Pnif)-r-q. Moreover E„ satisfies the condition of

the theorem iff supn ||En|| < oo. For, by the above remarks, if pEHn

and \pix)\ gl, xEEn, then p = P„(/, E„) for some/, ||/||^2. Con-

versely, if 11/11 ^1, then |^„(x)| ^2 for x£E„ for otherwise pix)=0

would provide a better approximation on En. Therefore, suppose

sup„ ||E„|| =K< co. For each e>0 choose a polynomial q such that

||/— g|| <e. If nt is the degree of q and n>nt, then

||/-P.(0||£||/-î||+||î-P.(/)||

= ll/-ïll+l|P.(?-/)H è<l + K).
Therefore, ||/—PnC/OH-»0 and the condition is sufficient.

Conversely, suppose ||/—Pn(/)||—»0 for each fEC. Since each Pn

is continuous, Sn,k= {fEC: \\Pnif)\\ = &} is a closed subset of C.

Therefore, by the Baire category theorem, for some k >0, Sk = n,T=i Sn,k

contains an open set. Consequently, there exists a polynomial g(x)

and a positive number 5 such that if ||/|| <5, then f+qESk. Hence,

for n>degree of q and ||/|| <5,

\\Pnif)\\   £\\Pniq)\\+\\Pnif-q)\\   £  ||«||   + *■

Using this and the continuity of each Pn it follows that

sup||PB(/)|| < oo,       u/11 <6,
n

and the theorem is proved.
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